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BERGEN MEDICAL PRODUCTS, INC. announces FDA Clearance of ACTABOND™ Topical Skin Adhesive
Cedar Knolls, NJ – October 17, 2016 – BERGEN MEDICAL PRODUCTS, INC., a medical device manufacturing company
developing novel and innovative surgical medical device products, received 510(k) FDA Clearance of its flagship
product, ACTABOND™ Topical Skin Adhesive.
ACTABOND™ is a next generation technology that has been designed from over 20 years of experience in topical skin
adhesives. “From our work with surgeons, physician assistants and nurses, we understand the critical factors that allow
them to improve outcomes. We married those needs with the latest technologies to deliver a superior performing
product in ACTABOND™, along with a strong economic story for hospitals“, said Robert, Laudadio, CEO & President.
“Hospital budgets are not increasing, we need to deliver outstanding performance with
better value to help hospitals control budgets while improving the standard of care”, said
Melissa Vinci Rainis, Vice-President & COO.
ACTABOND™ has overcome the performance problems of the current skin adhesives on
the market today with superior, state-of-the-art technology.
Studies submitted to the FDA for the 510(k) clearance of ACTABOND™ demonstrated a
statistical improvement over competing products in the market. ACTABOND™ Topical Skin Adhesive received wide
recognition for its “Click N’ Go” applicator design, which eliminates the need to crush a glass vial in order to dispense
the adhesive and gives surgeons the control of a familiar pen-like design when applying a film.
The fast drying film gives ACTABOND™ superior strength and a gentle cure to avoid tissue damage or discomfort from
excessive heat during setting. “You need a strong adhesive to keep wounds closed, without causing damage to skin
tissue”, said Laudadio. “Many of the products on the market today use repurposed components from other industries
or glues from unrelated non-medical uses. We designed our adhesive formulation and dispensing applicator with
surgeons, for surgeons.”
“The medical devices Bergen Medical Products, Inc. are developing represent new approaches that have the potential
to make a major impact on the ability to help protect against infections and improve surgical wound closure
outcomes,” said, Melissa Vinci-Rainis. “There are nearly 80 million procedures performed annually that can use Bergen
Medical’s products.”
Bergen Medical Products, Inc. is developing novel medical devices targeting surgeries in the operating rooms and
trauma in emergency departments. Bergen Medical has leveraged its extensive industry experience and scientific
expertise to design, develop and produce innovative medical devices. www.bergenmedicalproducts.com
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